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Mega Report: How to Sell More Books with  
Amazon Marketing Services (Paid Advertising) 

Did you know that the books you see on end caps and display tables at Barnes and Noble 

are sponsored by the publishers? That’s right; books featured are rarely due to the store 

employees choosing their favorite reads. The publishers pay a premium to get their top 

titles featured on the best real estate in the big stores. And now Amazon is working to 

follow a similar model via Amazon Marketing Services. 

Amazon is constantly changing the way it does business, and lately I’ve noticed some 

significant updates to the real estate on book sales pages (as well as other product pages on 

Amazon). As an avid reader myself, I frequently rely on the section that says, “Customers 

who bought this item also bought…” This is where shoppers can browse similar types of 

books, and it’s where I often seek out new books to read. 
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This section has traditionally been shown just 

below the book description. However, for some 

products on Amazon, this section has been moved 

all the way down to the bottom of the page below 

the product reviews.  

Why is Amazon playing with placement 

of recommended products?  

It has become harder to optimize books to show 

up in traditional search results on Amazon, due to 

the amount of competition as well as sponsored 

titles gaining top placement. Just as Facebook made the shift to being a pay-to-play 

network, requiring paid advertising in order to get visibility for posts shared there, Amazon 

is clearly making a shift in the direction of pay-to-play for book marketing and visibility.  

Using this model, Amazon earns money whether a browser buys a book or simply clicks on 

a sponsored title. It’s another revenue generating machine for the retail giant. But this also 

means that Amazon wants your ads to succeed because when you succeed, so does 

Amazon. Therefore, they are constantly improving ad performance to keep their authors’ 

books selling! 

Sponsored books currently show up in the following places on Amazon: 

• The top of search results. If you search for “diabetes cookbook” or “Vietnam war 

books,” the first couple of results are usually sponsored titles.  

• In the middle of search results. Not only do sponsored books appear at the top of 

search results, sponsored titles are also sprinkled throughout all search results. A 

sponsored book can be shown as the 7th or 15th or 30th book in the list of search 

results.  

• In the “Sponsored Products Related to this Item” section on individual book 

sales pages.  

• On the lock screen and top of Kindle reader devices.  
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What does this mean for authors? 

This shift toward pay-to-play advertising means 

that if you want your book to get more visibility 

on Amazon, you’re going to have to pay for that 

exposure.  

Before you panic, there is some good 

news here.  

Amazon ads are rather affordable, costing 

between $.10 to $.80 per click. So, if you optimize your ads to target the right potential 

readers, and if your book’s sales page does a good job of converting visitors into buyers, 

then your small investment in product clicks could pay for itself big time.  

The other good news is that advertising with Amazon is a rather low-risk proposition. You 

can set a daily budget of as little as $1 and then monitor the results.  

Aiming for Return on Investment (ROI) 

With any kind of advertising, the goal should be to generate a significant Return on 

Investment (ROI). Ideally for every dollar spent, you would earn back $2 or more in book 

sales.  

For example, if you earn an average of $5 per book sold, and if you spend $4 in click ads to 

generate one sale, you’d earn an ROI of $1 and come out ahead. Of course, the goal should 

be to earn a much higher return on investment, though any ROI is better than none at all! 

For many nonfiction authors, it’s not as much about the revenue earned as it is about 

getting the book into the hands of readers. Perhaps this means that you wouldn’t mind 

spending $4 per sale because you’d still come out ahead and gain a new reader. You might 

even be willing to take a loss on ads because your book itself generates ROI from other 

business opportunities, such as speaking engagements or consulting clients. 
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I’ve heard from many authors utilizing Amazon ads. Many are raving about their results 

and generating lots of book sales thanks to their pay-per-click ads. These seem to work 

especially well for niche titles.  

Others have reported that results are mediocre at best, though when I ask questions, I 

usually find out there wasn’t much strategy involved. Hopefully, this report will help clarify 

how the ads work and how you get ensure yours perform well.  

As with any kind of marketing, you have to test to find out what works best for your unique 

book. What works for one book may not work for another, so we must test to find out our 

own best strategies.   
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How to Sell More Books with  
Amazon Pay-Per-Click Ads 

Amazon’s Sponsored Product Ads, which allow you 

to set up pay-per-click campaigns, have been 

producing great results for many authors. Following 

is how to set them up. 

Get Started with Amazon Pay-Per-Click 

Ads 

1. Login to KDP. Start by going to your Kindle 

publisher account and logging in: 

http://kdp.amazon.com.  

2. Click on “Promote and Advertise” next to your 

book title, then choose Amazon.com. Other 

countries may also be available for advertising.  

3. Choose from options: For pay-per-click ads, 

click on “Run an ad campaign.”  

Note: Run a Price Promotion, Kindle Countdown Deal, and Free Book Promotion are 

options under the KDP Select program, which is covered at the end of this report.  

4. Choose campaign type. Sponsored Products (which is what we’re covering now) are 

the keyword-based ads with Amazon. Lockscreen ads are for serving up ads to Kindle 

users. Click “Continue” under Sponsored Products.  

5. Give your campaign a name. Or, if you like, or keep the default name with the current 

date. 

6. Set a duration for your campaign. You can choose a date range or let your ads run 

continuously. Remember, you can login and cancel, pause or adjust ads whenever you like. 

For best results, I suggest running ads for at least a full month. You want to give your ads 

some time to perform so that you can fairly analyze if they’re producing good results. 
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7. Set a daily budget. You can indicate as little as $1 per day, and once your budget is 

reached with clicks, Amazon will disable your ads for that day.  

For best results, I recommend setting a budget of at least $5 or $10 per day. Remember, if 

your ads convert well, you should earn that back in book sales many times over. You can 

also turn your ads off any time if they aren’t performing. AND, you are only charged your 

daily maximum if your ads generate enough clicks. For most of these campaigns, authors 

don’t always exhaust their maximum daily budget.  

8. Choose your targeting. Manual targeting allows you to choose the keywords for your 

book, and since you know your book better than anyone, manual targeting is highly 

recommended. Amazon’s automation machine may miss potential keywords for your book. 

For example, if you’ve authored a memoir about being a single mom and battling breast 

cancer, there are a lot of potential keywords in there that Amazon probably wouldn’t 

recognize.  

Automatic targeting allows Amazon to place your ads using its own algorithms. These ads 

can absolutely be effective as well. For best results, I recommend setting up at least two ads: 

one for manual targeting using your own keywords AND a second ad using Automatic 

Targeting.  

9. Choose a campaign bid strategy. Choose from one of the following options:  

Dynamic Bids – Down only – Amazon will lower your bid amount if the keyword 

competition lowers.  

Dynamic Bids – Up and Down – Amazon will adjust your bid up or down depending on 

demand. This option is recommended if you have the budget to support higher keyword clicks, 

and if you’re paying close attention to ad results. 

Fixed Bid – Amazon will only use the price you set. Not recommended. Instead, choose 

“Down only” or “Up and Down.” 

10. Choose your ad format. Options include: 

Custom Text Ad – Allows you to write your own headline for your ad. (recommended) 
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Standard Ad – Amazon will automatically populate 

the ad headline.   

11. Select your product. If you’re choosing your 

own keywords, your ads should be set for just one 

book at a time. If you’re using manual targeting, 

you may add multiple books to your ad. However, 

this isn’t recommended. Ideally you should have 

one separate ad set for each book so you can 

properly track results.  

12. Set a budget for clicks. You can leave the default bid value as-is (whatever Amazon 

populates on your screen, which is like the average cost of clicks for ads in your book’s 

genre) or set it lower if you like. Keep in mind that setting it lower means that your book 

may not display against competing titles if there is a lot of competition. 

Remember, you’re paying Amazon for clicks so if your book’s sales page converts browsers 

into buyers, then paying a higher bid makes sense because that $.25 or $.85 you spend will 

hopefully result in a Return on Investment of several dollars per click based on book sales. 

Also, be aware that just because your default bid might be around $.65, it doesn’t mean 

that’s what you’ll pay for clicks. Depending on how much competition is in your space, your 

bids could be much less—such as $.10 or $.20 per click. The default bid tells Amazon the 

highest amount you’re willing to pay for a click.  

A new feature is to set bids by targeting group. If you choose this option, you give Amazon 

the freedom to display your ad based on various factors like “loose matches,” which might 

be different keywords than the ones you’ve identified. These options are worth testing 

since they allow Amazon’s algorithms to kick in to gear.  

13. Add keywords for your campaign. Amazon may display a list of selected keywords 

that you can add to your campaign if you like. These keywords will likely be broad and you 

don’t have to select them all. Just choose the ones that fit best. 
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Look for the link at the top that says “Add 

your own keywords.” Here you can list 

your own keywords—and keyword 

phrases are recommended over single 

words.  

How to locate keywords: 

• What readers search for: Think 

about what your readers might type 

in to search for a book like yours. Using the previous example, you might use 

keywords like “single mom memoir,” “cancer memoir,” “breast cancer memoir,” and 

“how to live with breast cancer.” 

• Book and chapter topics: If your book is prescriptive nonfiction, consider various 

topics and chapters covered in your book and add those as keywords, too. For 

example, if your book is about holistic health solutions, your keywords might be 

based on your chapters and include: gluten-free living, how to meditate, how to be 

happy, how to lose weight, etc. 

• Identify the competition. Most importantly, list titles of competing books and 

names of authors who write in your genre. This will help your book appear in search 

results for those books and authors.  

Pro Tip: Open up a separate browser tab and search Amazon for some of your top keyword 

combinations. Identify the top competing authors and book titles and then use those for 

keywords.  

Important: Don’t skimp on keyword combinations. The more keywords you input, the 

better chance your ads will get displayed. Aim for a minimum of 50 keyword phrases, though 

100 or more is optimal. This is definitely the area where you should spend the most time in 

order to generate the best results. One of my ads has over 400 keywords! 

Also, beware of keyword combinations that really don’t relate to your book. You wouldn’t 

market a science book to children’s book readers, for example, unless there was some sort 

of science connection. Poorly targeted keywords can hurt your conversion rates and cost 
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you more in clicks. Try to stick with keywords, book titles, and authors whose books are 

similar to yours. 

Pro Tip: Each time you type in a dozen or so keywords, click on “Add.” If any of your 

keywords are not allowed by Amazon, you will get a warning message and will need to 

remove them before it will allow you to successfully add the rest of the keywords on the 

screen. It will also warn you if you’ve already added a keyword. This also prevents you 

from losing all your work if you spend a bunch of time typing in keywords and then 

accidentally close your browser! 

14. Negative Keyword Targeting – If you want to prevent your ads from displaying when 

certain keyword phrases are used, list those here.  

15. Launch your ad. Once satisfied, submit your ad for review. Note that Amazon must 

approve your keywords and your overall ad, and they have the right to remove keywords 

from your list (for no apparent reason). This shouldn’t be a big concern, especially if you’ve 

identified plenty of related and appropriate keywords.  

It typically takes a day or two for your ad to be approved, and then a couple more days for 

your ad to start showing up in search results.  
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Monitoring Ad Conversions 

To know how your ads are performing, you can monitor the ad dashboard and also drill 

down to see keyword performance.  

You can view ad performance results here through the Amazon Marketing Services 

dashboard: https://ams.amazon.com/.  

This is also where you can start new ad campaigns once you have your first campaign 

completed. 

Here’s an example of results from a brief ad I ran: 

 

• In the above example, I set a daily budget of $5. 

• The ad was displayed 63,456 times (Impressions) and received 173 clicks.  

• The average cost per click was $.16, for a total spend of $28.33 for the life of the ad.  

• Total book sales generated: $163.85.  

• If I subtract the cost of the ad ($28.33), my net profit = $135.52. Not too shabby!  

Note that though my budget was $5 per day, because I only paid when the ad was clicked, 

the total dollars spent was far less than my daily budget. So, even if you set a daily budget, 

chances are that you may not end up spending that much. And if you do, ideally your ads 

convert to enough book sales to make that spend worthwhile. And if so, then consider 

increasing your budget!  

Here’s a look at a chart for an ad set that generated decent returns: 

https://nonfictionauthorsassociation.com/
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In the above example, I spent $1,500 and generated $2,608 in sales. That’s a 57% 

conversion rate, and as far as I’m concerned, as long as I’m making more than I’m spending, 

I’m doing okay! Note that the ad also received almost one million impressions! That’s a lot 

of eyeballs seeing my book cover and potentially remembering it or considering it for 

purchase later.  

Under-Performing Ads 

You can run several concurrent ads with Amazon Marketing Services and monitor which 

ones perform best. You might do this with different ad headlines, separate types of 

keywords, or different budgets.  

If you have an under-performing ad, review the data Amazon provides and adjust 

accordingly. You can pause under-performing keywords. You may also want to add 

additional keywords. You can make adjustments to your ads at any time. 
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Ad Results by Keyword 

When you click on your ad, you can drill down into results based on keywords. Here are 

some results for an ad for my book, The Nonfiction Book Marketing Plan: 

 

I sorted the above results based on the Average Cost of Sale (ACOS). The lower the 

percentage here, the better that keyword set is converting. At any time, you can login to 

your Amazon advertising account and monitor your keywords or adjust those that aren’t 

performing well.  

When it comes to marketing, you never know what will perform best, which is why it’s so 

important to spend time testing different strategies and use lots of keywords in your ads. 
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Amazon KDP Select Program 

The KDP Select program is available to Kindle ebook publishers and allows authors/ 

publishers to participate in special advertising campaigns.  

If you enroll in KDP Select, Amazon 

requires that you give them exclusive 

distribution rights to your ebook. This 

means that you cannot distribute your 

ebook via the Barnes and Noble Nook, 

iBookstore, Smashwords, etc. In fact, you 

can’t even sell your ebook directly 

through your own website. 

This is also one of those policies that frustrate independent authors and publishers because 

it’s Amazon’s way of trying to monopolize the ebook market. 

The KDP Select program offers several options: 

Price Promotions  

This is one of the most popular KDP Select features because it allows authors to opt to 

make their Kindle ebooks available for free or at a low cost, such as $.99, (Kindle 

Countdown Deals) for a brief period of time. This can be a useful strategy for fiction authors 

who write series books. Getting the first book in in a series into as many readers’ hands as 

possible can lead to sales of other books in the series.  

For nonfiction authors, this program rarely holds much value, unless you have numerous 

titles and perhaps want to bring new life to an old backlist title.  

Pro Tip: If you want to lower the price on your ebook to free (which is only allowed to KDP 

Select participants), try dropping the price on Smashwords or via another ebook retailer. 
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Amazon typically participates in price matching so if it notices your book is free through 

BN.com, it will likely get marked as free through Amazon, too.   

Kindle Unlimited and Kindle Lending Library  

When you enroll your ebook in Kindle Unlimited and/or 

the Kindle Lending Library, readers who participate in 

these programs can read your Kindle ebook for free. You 

will then be paid based on the percentage of the book 

read and a global fund that Amazon creates each month to 

compensate its authors.  

Payments earned with these programs are lower than if 

you were to sell the book outright, but Amazon insists 

that you can reach more potential readers by 

participating. The theory is that readers who wouldn’t 

otherwise find or purchase your book will be more likely 

to read it because they can access it for free with their Amazon Prime membership.  

Note that you can also enroll in Kindle Unlimited and the Kindle Lending Library in other 

countries.  

We feel this program better serves fiction authors who want to reach a bigger audience 

since avid fiction readers tend to participate in programs on Amazon where they can access 

free and low-cost titles en masse. Nonfiction readers, especially for niche titles, tend to 

choose books based on searching for the topic, and less often based on casual browsing. 

Royalties 

The KDP Select program touts that participants receive increased royalties earned on 

ebook sales in India, Brazil, and Mexico. Instead of earning 35% royalties, you’ll earn 70%. 

This might matter to you if you generate an incredible number of sales in these countries, 

though that is rare. 
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Bottom Line: The KDP Select program may work well for some fiction authors, but for 

nonfiction authors who carve out a niche, it won’t likely bring enough benefits to make it 

worthwhile to give Amazon exclusive distribution rights to your ebook.  

If you like this report, you’ll love  
the Nonfiction Authors Association!  

Member benefits include: 

• Media Leads for Authors: A round-up of podcasts, blogs, and 
other media outlets seeking guest contributors, delivered to 
your inbox every Friday 

• Weekly Educational Teleseminars: Featuring industry pros, 
plus event recordings archived for one year 

• Exclusive Content: Templates, checklists, worksheets, and 
other content released weekly  

• Private Community: Access to our active members-only Facebook group 

• Marketing Homework: Quick tips sent via email every Monday 

• Meet the Members Program: Share your book announcements with our entire 
mailing list, plus get featured on our blog and social media networks reaching 100k+ 

• Chapter Meetings: Complimentary admission to any NFAA local chapter meeting 
across the U.S. and U.K.  

• Partner Discounts: Lulu.com, Findaway Voices, Office Depot, IngramSpark, PR 
Newswire, ProfNet, Foreword Reviews, and more 

• Member Discounts: Save on the Nonfiction Book Awards, Nonfiction Writers 
Conference events, online courses and our exclusive Author Toolkits 
 

The publishing industry can be overwhelming, but you don’t have to 

navigate it alone. Our educational resources and a supportive 

community can help you achieve your goals. 
 

Join the Nonfiction Authors Association! 
https://NonfictionAuthorsAssociation.com/join 
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